What our clients have to say about us….
Angela Tobon
What impact did the Teenhackz Educators program have on your experience as a teacher?
A fresh perspective! For myself, family, students and coworkers. Teenhackz offers an
awareness of different personalities, offering tools at decoding behaviors and how to best
motivate each personality.
What are the tangible and intangible benefits from the presentation?
Lisa offers her book, an assessment and booklets, insightful information, easy to read and
apply. Such an asset to have in the classroom and a resource for parents. Learning about
my personality traits and others gave me a fresh ability to see each of my students through a
new tailored lens.
What are 5 words you would use to describe Lisa and her presentation style/value?
Lisa gave a supportive, relatable, inspiring and fun presentation. She was so kind, intentional,
charismatic and sincere. Someone you can open up to, Lisa will tell you like it is and offer
insight from a genuine place, no judgement.
Who would you recommend or refer to Lisa (what challenges, issues, characteristics would
get value from working with her)?
I would refer anyone who asks for advice with their children or just people in general.
Understanding personality types will help each family member understand themselves and
others, resolve conflicts and communicate more effectively, understand how others make
decisions and how to best support and motivate them.
Kelly Arriba
What impact did the Teenhackz Educators program have on your experience as a teacher?
A better understanding and awareness of personality traits of each child and as a result
improved communication and motivation strategies.
What are the tangible and intangible benefits from the presentation?
Understanding my own personality traits and learning about others has helped me manage
and model in the classroom.
What are 5 words you would use to describe Lisa and her presentation style/value?

Lisa is relatable, inspirational and motivational. She is keenly funny, honest and feels like an
instant friend.

Who would you recommend or refer to Lisa (what challenges, issues, characteristics would
get value from working with her)?
Any parent can use a tune up, refresher course, defiantly parenting a teen in today’s more
complicated world, but helping parents stay the course of raising responsible resilient citizens
and not feeling guilty is very supportive. Allowing mistakes and turning them into teachable
moments and NOT everyone gets a prize!!!

